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Abstract: Expanding requests on a system data transfer capacity is a natural event on genuine circumstances. In diverse cases, the 

accessible blockage control instrument within reach cannot meet these requests appropriately because of packet misfortunes occurred 

at client end which results call dropping or buffering. As an answer of these issues the authors have proposed an adjustment of the 

leaky bucket algorithm referred as proposed algorithm, which is an ameliorate choice for end to end communication. In this proposed 

algorithm the primary bucket can get the information bundles and after that, it can flow the packets as indicated by the output rate. In 

the worst case, if the information or input rate surpasses the output rate the container begins to store the packets briefly. At that point 

when the packets are reached at the farthest point of the accumulated bucket then the call drops which is not achievable for the 

clients of low bandwidth capacity distributions. Here, the authors depicted about combined communication at the both end of a 

transmission channel (e.g. wires, ethernet links) through displaying data transmission streamlining or bandwidth optimizing 

procedure providing dynamic channel allocation. This appropriate proposed approach is a mix of two subsystems that controls 

transmission rate in a system by means of separating the approaching packets. Later, the procedure handles the transmitted packets 

with a view to pass all requests via agreeing the yield or output rate. The primary objective of this approach is to guarantee consistent 

communication unless of the possibility that the output rate goes down than the approaching packet rates because of low system 

availability. The authors recommend that, this approach is viably competent to decrease the rate of packet misfortunes and call 

dropping on diverse operating system managements. 

 

Keywords: Bandwidth, Consolidate, Solicitations, Buffering, Packet losses, Leaky Bucket, Dynamic channel 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

   The correspondence frameworks by means of web are 

hindered by restricted transfer speed and loss of packets. 

The vast majority of the present correspondence 

framework are running by the leaky bucket algorithmic 

process. This process is the technique for briefly putting 

away a variable number of demand and sorting out them 

into a set-rate yield of packets in a non-concurrent 

exchange mode network [1]. From this idea it can be 

expected that the measure of transferred bundles, cells or 

packets are constantly settled. The leaky bucket workflow 

depends on the utilization of transmission tokens for every 

cell getting to the system. In this algorithm the 

fundamental bucket gets the info parcels or packets and go 

them through as indicated by output rate. On the off 

chance that the output rate is not as much as the 

information rate the basin begin to store the packets 

briefly [2]. At the point when the packets flood the 

capacity and reaches the furthest of the principle bucket, it 

declines or drops any recently arriving solicitations or 

processed packets and results call dropping [3].  Also the 
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execution of leaky bucket algorithm acts truly poor at 

connected movement with the in-ware of real time [4]. 

The approach we have utilized as a part of our paper 

present another framework which is more reliable than 

leaky bucket algorithm. The proposed algorithm is a blend 

of two subsystems: i) Separating the approaching 

solicitations and ii) Consolidating and passing the 

processed packets as per the yield rate. An essential 

contrast between the proposed algorithm and the leaky 

bucket algorithm is a recommended approach that the 

proposed algorithm initially limits the video packets when 

the pail is topped off the greater part of it and the process 

declines just the video bundles or packets when the 

container is going to overflow, thus will be happened just 

in the most pessimistic scenario to guarantee a consistent 

correspondence [5]. However the proposed process never 

disposes of all packets while leaky bucket disposes of 

every single approaching solicitation or packets when the 

bucket or pile is full [6]. 

A. Dividing the incoming requests 

   In the proposed algorithm authors have utilized three 
aggregate pails named video pail, Audio pail and primary 
pail or bucket for holding the approaching solicitations or 
parcels [7]. In the algorithmic process the approaching 
solicitation bundles the Audio packets and the video 
packets and then do an isolation between each other for 
sending them into their separate buckets [8]. In the 
meantime these two pails pass their parcels to the 
fundamental buckets and stored them if necessary. 

B. Merging and passing the requests 

   After getting packets from the initial two containers, the 
primary bucket consolidates them and pass them through 
as indicated by the yield rate of the opposite side. If the 
output rate is less than the input rate the primary bucket 
begins to store the approaching parcels. On the off chance 
that the bundles top off 1/2 of the capacity size of the 
principle bucket the video container begins to resize the 
resolution of the video parcels [9]. When it tops off to 3/4 
of the fundamental bucket, it denies the video parcels by 
killing the video bucket therefore the video 
correspondence will be halted yet the audio 
correspondence will continue as before as it was some 
time recently [10]. It is the most pessimistic scenario of 
this algorithm to stay away from call dropping. This 
criteria may give a consistent correspondence or 
communication [11]. 

   At that moment, when the yield rate of the principle 
bucket will be equivalent to the input rate then it will get 
again the video parcels from its particular pail with a 
limited determination or resolution until the stored packets 
compasses to 1/2 of the primary basin or bucket size [12]. 
Furthermore, when the capacity estimate goes down to the 
1/2 of the primary basin size, it will get the video packets 

from the video bucket with its real determination and 
gives normal, constant, feasible and easy to use 
correspondence [13]. 

C. Description of working process and figure of the 

proposed algorithm 

   This algorithm incorporates three pails named audio 

bucket, video bucket and the last one is principle bucket. 

From the approaching solicitations the audio bundles and 

the video packets [14] will be isolated from each other 

and sent to their separate containers. In the meantime 

these two buckets pass those bundles to the primary one. 

On the other hand, getting these parcels from the 

following employment of the fundamental bucket are 

blended and send them to the client end concurring the 

output rate. In the event that, if the input rate surpasses 

the yield or output rate, fundamental bucket will begin to 

store the additional packets briefly until it is going to 

flood. 

 

 
 

Figure 1.   Dividing the incoming requests 

 

 

   If the packets top off more than 1/2 of the capacity size 

of the primary bucket, the video bucket [15] begins to 

resize the resolution of the video packets until the point 

when it cross the 3/4 of the fundamental bucket or 

tumbles down to the 1/2 of it. The audio packets will 

continue to its remaining sizes as it was before. After that 

process the principle bucket will combine them and 

exchange those packets concurring to the output or yield 

rate. 
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Figure 2. When incoming data packets fill up to ½ 

 of the main bucket 

 

   At the point when the packets will top off to 3/4 of the 

principle bucket, the bucket then will kill the process into 

and out of accepting video packets from the video bucket. 

This determinative performance itinerary technique can 

be termed as dynamic channel allocation.  

 

    Afterwards, the video communication will be 

unavailable on that particular time [16]. But the audio 

communication won't be obstructed. It is the worst case 

scenario of this algorithm to keep away from call 

dropping [17] and to give a steady correspondence for 

quite a while. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. When stored packets fill up to 3/4 of the main bucket 

 

   At the point when the yield rate will be expanded and 

the stored packets will go down and achieves the 3/4 of 

the primary bucket, it will begin the process with a view 

to get the video packets from its container or bucket, and 

in addition the video correspondence then will be 

additionally accessible [18].  
 

   Since every last time, the approaching packets check as 

far as possible or the circumstance of the fundamental 

bucket, Aftermath of, it will be easy to donate 

appropriate service [19] according to the output or yield 

rate. 

2. RELATED WORKS 

    Shah, Junaid Latief, and Javed Parvez et al. describes 

three queuing mechanism in traffic shaping section 

considering IPv6 protocol [20]. They have mentioned 

three types of queuing mechanism like- FIFO, priority 

queue, weighted fair queue. Authors also consider the 

attributes in delay types, like – end to end delay, jitter 

buffer, packet delay variation, total data send and 

received under different type of delay measurement 

within a runtime simulation of 600 seconds in case of 

voice and video conferencing. The authors have 

described the difference among the queuing mechanisms. 

FIFO, considers less data transfer than priority queue and 

weighted fair queue [21] [14] in case of voice 

transmission. But priority queue and weighted fair queue 

occur very high percentage of packet loss considering 

voice. Priority queue [22] performed well compared to       

FIFO and weighted fair queue in case of video 

conferencing. FIFO considers less packet loss among all 

these queuing mechanism. In case of both voice and 

video the delay variation is far less in priority queue. In 

case of jitter buffer the rate and delay for voice is high. 

The main objective of this work is to initialize the 

differences between queuing algorithms [23]. 
 

    Kozacinski, Hrvoje, and Petar Knezevic et al. 

describes a comparative study by developing QOS 

(quality of service) mechanisms over computer networks 

through building a software system. The software gives a 

statistical review by establishing the algorithms stated as 

– buffer strategy round robin, token bucket, packet delays 

for specific buffer time under considering the parameters 

like- packet delay, packet priority, packet interval time 

throughout the system [24]. The main goal is to 

establishing and enriching the QOS within computer 

networks that will occur less delay, less packet loss 

throughout the system by building higher performance 

considering network traffic. The QOS has main three 

attributes- guaranteed QOS, QOS network managing 

policies, QOS mechanism selection [25]. The software 

uses QOS for less network traffic congestion and it has 
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the function of dump bell topology, different QOS with 

track buffer capacity, packet loss and time delay. 

Simulations are done with retransmission, buffer, buffer 

strategies, packet priorities, and token bucket algorithm 

properties [26] [15]. The simulation also done 

considering TCP, VoIP, video traffic, Adhoc network 

protocols for more realistic comparison. The main results 

of the paper shows that, a clear solution to QOS in 

communication networks does not exists and the solution 

greatly depends on the network itself and the individual 

needs of the particular network. The paper, describes if 

fast packet transfer needed regardless of packet priority, 

the round robin buffer strategy [27] shows better result. If 

packets need different priorities or packets that are more 

sensitive to delay then the packets have to use the 

combined token bucket shaping algorithm. The main 

motive of this paper is to show that network traffic 

improves by improving QOS mechanisms and making 

the simulations of complex system with real life 

application to emphasize that QOS affect packet delay 

[28] and buffer congestion properties. 

3. BUCKET SIZE AND OUTPUT RATES 

   Authors have utilized three buckets in this new way to 
deal with a consistent correspondence for the clients by 
limiting the rate of packet's misfortune and keeping the 
odds of call dropping. In this algorithm [29], it is truly 
vital to comprehend and pick up a reasonable idea about 
the span of these three buckets and their individual yield 
or output rate [30]. 

   The span of these buckets might be the same or the 
primary bucket may will be biggest than the others, but 
the yield rate follow some dictated requirements (e.g. 
packet sizes for both video and voice, memory allocation 
on random access memory and cache, packet estimation 
relay on cache etc.) to accomplish the objective or the 
necessities [31]. 

 

Figure 4. Bucket sizes comparing from Audio to Video and Main 

   As indicated by our algorithmic procedure, the measure 
of the principle bucket (e.g. variable characterized 
functions for parameters) is greater in extent because if 
the aggregate size of audio and video container surpasses 
the fundamental bucket size then it will topped off rapidly 
and that may intrude on the correspondence procedure 
[32]. The yield or output rate of the fundamental bucket is 
only the blend of the other two containers, named audio 
container and video container [33]. 

 

 

Figure 5. Scenario of output rates 
 

   If the all three buckets have the same output rate then it 
is obvious that those packets are to be overflown. That is 
the reason for which the authors determined the output 
rate to lessen the chance of packet's flooding during the 
communication. 

4. PROPOSED ALGORITHM AND FLOWCHART 

   The algorithm works through measuring specific 
parameters for both the audio and video packets. For 
audio the parameter ranges from 0 to 2000 and after 2000 
– 4000 it serves for the video packets. But in the worst 
cases, the algorithm reshapes the video packets and mixes 
with audio packets to provide steady communication. The 
authors used specific parameter modelling in this work 
through remembering CPU workloads. To give a 
reasonable consideration of this proposed algorithm, here 
authors described a flow chart. It will visualize the entire 
communication framework that is specified in this paper. 

     Here, 

Main Output = R                  Video Bucket = Y 

Voice Bucket = X                 Main Bucket   = M 

Iteration = n                        Storage size  = N 
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Threshold 1 = T                  Threshold 2 = H 

Threshold value 1 = TO      Threshold value 2 = TH 

Packet counter = C              Voice packet priority = 
VP 

   First the algorithm checks for voice packet sessions and 
gather the algorithmic defined packets. 

Therefore the relation can be described by set builder 
notation that is - 

C ∩ X =  { x: x ∈ C and x ∈ X  where, C ≤ 2000} 

   In second step, the algorithm checks for video packet 
sessions and gather the algorithmic defined packets. 

Therefore,  

C ∩ Y =  { x: x ∈ C and x ∈ Y  where, C ≤ 4000} 

   In third step when all the packets gathered and send 
towards the main bucket for calculating the 𝑇𝑂  value, 
(M/2 < N)  and processed the next session, then relation of 
the elements depends on -   

TO = M ⊇ (X*Y) = {x: x ∈ M and x ∉ ( X*Y)} , 

 {(x , y): x ∈ X and y ∈ Y} 

   In fourth step while the main bucket still on the nature 
of processing packets to deliver at the end point and 
calculate threshold value 2, [3*M/4 (bucket session) < N] 
then the relation also remains the same which is, 

TH =  M ⊇ (X*Y) = {x: x ∈ M and x ∉ ( X*Y)}  ,    

{(x , y): x ∈ X , y ∈ Y}  

   In high load when M =  X, which means voice packet 
priority scheme is ongoing at that moment the elementary 
set relation can be expressed as - 

VP =  {x: x ∈ M and x ∈ X} ,  

{x: x ∈ M and x ∈ Y} where  X > Y 

   After merging and estimating all the packets the 
algorithmic relation of the overall variables and elements 
of this process redirects in set theory as-  

R ⊆ M =  M ⊇ (X*Y) , 

  M ⊇ R =  {x: x ∈ M and x ∉ R} 

   Let ‘𝑀’ is the main bucket and the sum of other two 
bucket output rates are considered as 𝑋  (voice) and Y 
(video) then the mathematical equation can be predicted 
as, 

  ∑  {M*N} = ∑  {X*N} +  ∑  {Y*N}n
0

n
0  n

0  

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.  Workflow chart of the proposed algorithm 

 

    In this stream chart, authors demonstrated that when 
packets are send from the video and audio bucket then 
converged into the fundamental bucket [34], the process 
checks firstly if the joined packets are surpassing the 1/2 
of the primary bucket's size or not, if not then it transfers 
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the combined packets as indicated by the output rate.   On 
the other hand, if yes then it checks that unless the joined 
packets surpasses the 3/4 of the principle bucket's size or   
not. In the affirmative processing of the algorithm, the 
immediate and next packet combines  

[35] through upholding only the unchanged audio 
packet and refuse the video packet for the next transitions. 
In the negative processing, it reduces the resolution of the 
next video packets merging with the upcoming unchanged 
audio packet in order to transfer the combined packet to 
the user-end [36]. 

   In this algorithmic process, each time every packet 
counts in a particular session and checks the present 
circumstance of the main bucket [37]. After that the 
process delivers the audio and video packet through 
merging in act and sends to the end point of the 
communication system. As a result, the possibility of call 
dropping, buffering and packets misfortune are very lower 
according to specific packet size or call duration on 
particular environment loads. (e.g. Windows 8.1 Pro, 
Kali-Linux, Debian Server, Red-Hat Linux Server, 
Ubuntu 14.04 LTS, Microsoft Windows Server 2012) 

5. LEAKY BUCKET ALGORITHM VS PROPOSED 

ALGORITHM 

   In leaky bucket algorithm, if the output rate is not as 
much as the input rate  of the bucket  then after certain 
measure of packet storing, flooding attempt of packets 
[38] occurs that means there are no free space for the new 
approaching requests, called as packet loss. Reasoning 
this the steady communication hinders and drops the call 
by decimating the session. 

   In leaky bucket algorithm if the output rate of the bucket 
is not as much as the input rate then after certain measure 
of packet storing it comes about packets flooding that 
implies there are no free space for the new    approaching 
requests, called as packet loss. Reasoning this the steady 
communication hinders and drops [39] the call by 
decimating the session. The authors claimed in this work 
that, the chance of call dropping is very rare and lower in 
specific criteria. The fundamental focus of this algorithm 
is to proceed with the discussion or the communication as 
far as possible [40]. Despite of the fact that when the input 
rate surpasses the output rate [41] or the output rate 
descends. Just even under the least favorable conditions 
[42] case, when the primary bucket is close to flood it 
rejects the video packets and gets just the audio packets to 
proceed with the communication framework [43] or 
process. In leaky bucket algorithm [42] [43] packets 
misfortune are expanding with time.  

 

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The experiments were performed and throughput and 

memory complexities were measured using TCP (SIP) 

and UDP (SIP) protocol in an IEEE 802.3i customize 

network. Iterations were gradually increased in numbers 

from 1000 to 7000 for both TCP and UDP on long term 

system run. The resulting throughput measurement, time 

delay, memory complexities on both RAM (random 

access memory) and cache values were plotted in 

histograms. These results were gathered from Windows 

10, Windows 7, Kali Linux, Ubuntu 14.0 LTS server, 

Red hat Fedora Linux Server etc. 

   
    Expressed underneath in Figure 7. the Y hub portrays 
“Packet Loss” and the X pivot delineates “Time 
(minutes)”. The amount of packets misfortune is 30 in 
first second. Subsequent to following 8 minutes, the 
amount of packets setback reaches to 360. Be that as it 
may, in the proposed algorithm [44], the rate of packet 
setback have little changes with the time.   

 

 

Figure 7. Bandwidth or throughput measurement 

 scenario at 512 kbps 

     

In Figure 8.  the Y pivot delineates “Packet Loss” and 
the X hub portrays “Time (minutes)”. Going through this 
underneath outline, authors show the circumstance if the 
information exchange limit speed reaches to 1Mbps, by 
then the rate of packet misfortune for leaky bucket 
calculation still goes higher than the developed algorithm. 
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Figure 8. Bandwidth or throughput measurement 

 scenario at 1Mbps 

 
 

    In Figure 9. the Y hub portrays “Packet Loss” and the 
X pivot delineates “Category of Intel Processors”. The 
authors have made a custom program in this case for 
checking the MMU (memory management unit) 
addressable memories and secondary memories (RAM) to 
process real-time packets on different Intel family 
microprocessors. In Figure 9. we can see that from sixth 
to fourth generation i7, i5, i3 processors at each case in 
leaky bucket, the packet drop [45] is higher in category 
contrasting with the proposed algorithm. 

 

Figure 9. Algorithmic memory management on processor caches 
 

    In Figure 10.  the Y pivot delineates “Packet Loss” and 

the X hub portrays “Memory Engage [ Cache + RAM ]”.  

Here, various operating systems aggregates with different 

memory managements based on their processing 

techniques (e.g. middleware). In below Figure 10. 

different operating systems [46] are coupled with primary 

and secondary memory mainly based on omnipresent 

fashion. As per our committed MMU programming 

process it is clearly portrayed that Linux systems offers 

less memory utilization comparing to the Windows 

systems. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 10. Memory engagement on both cache and RAM 
 

 

     In Figure 11. the Y pivot delineates “Packet Loss 

(number)” and the X hub portrays “Time delay 

(minutes)”. Figure 11. describes that in different 

operating system the algorithmic process takes various 

time delay on the basis of processing strategy. In this 

session, Windows server shows more time delay among 

the Linux systems for processing 1000 packets. Actually 

the time delay depends on various criteria’s of processing 

each session [47] work in an operating system. Graphical 

real-time data causes extra time delay instead of 

streaming a binary text of large string. Apparently it can 

be told that, in leaky bucket the packet losses are higher 

than the proposed algorithmic scheme. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 11. Time delay on processing 1000 packets 
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     The distinction between space complexity and time 

complexity is that space (memory) can be reused (e.g. 

amount of computer memory required during the 

program execution, as a function of the input size). Here, 

authors have utilized central processing unit benchmark 

properties for getting the outcome. The property relies on 

"Dhrystone" benchmark that includes the program 

execution process in MIPS (million instruction per 

second). In Figure 12. the three Y hub delineates “MIPM 

(million instructions per minutes)”, “Secondary Memory 

(RAM)”, “Time (per minutes)” and the X pivot portrays 

“Iterations in OS”. The overall work follows our custom 

made direct voice packet priority queuing usually and 

also in the worst case scenario. It is a nondeterministic 

time memory property that utilizes O (n) space. From the 

first attempt to the second attempt in Figure 12. shows 

that, whatever the attempt or emphasis is, MIPM begun 

to ascend at an augmenting level as more processes are 

closed by.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 12. Space complexity in secondary memory management 

 

   Contrasting with the emphasis of processes, processing 

time and secondary memory engagements are very lower, 

usually 2 to 8 minutes and 3 to 8 GB secondary memory 

engagement for this specific proving ground situation. 

That implies, that the process will continue until feasible 

addressable memory locations [48] are accessible to take 

a shot at particular sessions. 

 

   Considering the results a performance table is given 

below showing three major specific attributes: 

 

 

 

 

 

TABLE I.  PERFORMANCE COMPARISON  

Criteria 

Comparison Among Three Specific 

Attributes 

Leaky 

Bucket 

Algorithm 

Proposed 

Algorithm 

Cache and 

RAM 

Managemen

t (Proposed 

Algorithm) 

Time Delay in 

OS 

(1500 to 3000 

Packets/hour) 

93.6 %a. 33.8 % 9.09 % 

Call Dropping in 

OS at 512 Kbps 

throughput 

(1000 Packets in 

8 minute) 

1.48 % 1.31 % 0.10 % 

Call Dropping in 

OS at 1 Mbps 

throughput 

(1000 Packets in 

8 minute) 

2.48 % 1.58 % 0.064 % 

Memory 

Engadgement in 

OS 

(processing 

1000 packets on 

24 GB) 

0.37 % 0.90 % 2.65 % 

a. Performance comparisons are shown in this table is got from 

above stated bar graphs . 

Figure 7. to Figure 12. 

7. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

   The significant impediment of this work is, the 

algorithm separates the voice and video packet to 

alleviate the movement stacks or traffics on particular 

sessions. But it cannot provide voice and video packets 

simultaneously on network channels having loaded traffic. 

The authors provide here a customized digital channel 

method estimating packet levels for particular sessions 

(e.g. 1000 packets for first voice session, 1500 from 

second voice, 2000 from third voice and starring video 

packets from 3000 then second session video packets 

from 3600, third session from 4000 packets). In any case, 

in particular channel with heavy traffic this algorithm, 

processed video packets through lessening sizes to 

maintain steady communication. In this work, memory 

utilization is a major issue. For this work we appraise the 

secondary memory measure as 24 GB yet in higher 

operation the memory may lead twofold or triple to 

overcome constant information memory handling lags 

[49]. The memory utilization can be a never ending 

phenomena in this situation. Despite what might be 

expected, this circumstance can emerge enormous 

equipment costing. An efficient memory allocation is a 

desperate requirement for the time being and furthermore 
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later on to do these sort of works [50]. As time passes, we 

need more devices to communicate efficiently with each 

other persons in that case, proper memory allocations or 

allotments are another name of necessity. 

 

   In this work the authors have built up a FIFO queuing 

based voice packet priority mechanism to follow high 

traffic loads on digital channel assignment plans [51]. In 

this manner the framework gives consistent transmission. 

In future priority on session basis queuing, shortest job 

first queuing priority, non - preemptive priority on 

session basis, last come fast serve, preemptive priority 

with quick sort, bucket sorting with shortest job first 

preemptive are some planning procedures that can be 

obtain through the algorithm to diminish the memory 

complexities [52] of the system. Using some specific 

priority based scheduling one can make a less memory 

usage property that can be a better criteria for future to 

reduce memory utilization. 

8. CONCLUSION 

In this Paper, authors proposed another approach for 
joined communication with data transfer capacity 
advancement or bandwidth optimization strategy through 
performing dynamic channel circulation. The issues of 
traditional communication pattern can be utilized by this 
algorithmic structure. The created procedure can redesign 
the proficiency and plausibility of the existing systems. 
Additionally it guarantees a consistent communication 
strategy without being hindered in audio region. The rule 
target of this algorithm is to continue with the 
communication regardless of the possibility that the 
output rate goes down than the approaching packets rates, 
because of low network connectivity. In this paper, it is 
additionally depicted that how this approach can reduce 
the rate of packet misfortunes, buffering and call dropping 
in dedicated benchmark criteria. 
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